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Stochastic gene expression out-of-steady-state in the
cyanobacterial circadian clock
Jeffrey R. Chabot1{, Juan M. Pedraza1, Prashant Luitel1 & Alexander van Oudenaarden1

Recent advances in measuring gene expression at the single-cell
level have highlighted the stochastic nature of messenger RNA and
protein synthesis1–3. Stochastic gene expression creates a source of
variability in the abundance of cellular components, even among
isogenic cells exposed to an identical environment. Recent inte-
grated experimental and modelling studies4–13 have shed light on
the molecular sources of this variability. However, many of these
studies focus on systems that have reached a steady state and
therefore do not address a large class of dynamic phenomena
including oscillatory gene expression. Here we develop a general
protocol for analysing and predicting stochastic gene expression
in systems that never reach steady states. We use this framework to
analyse experimentally stochastic expression of genes driven by
the Synechococcus elongatus circadian clock. We find that,
although the average expression at two points in the circadian
cycle separated by 12 hours is identical, the variability at these
two time points can be different. We show that this is a general
feature of out-of-steady-state systems. We demonstrate how
intrinsic noise sources, owing to random births and deaths of
mRNAs and proteins, or extrinsic noise sources, which introduce
fluctuations in rate constants, affect the cell-to-cell variability. To
distinguish experimentally between these sources, we measured
how the correlation between expression fluctuations of two
identical genes is modulated during the circadian cycle. This
quantitative framework is generally applicable to any out-of-
steady-state system and will be necessary for understanding the
fidelity of dynamic cellular systems.

So far, the expression reporter used in the cyanobacterium S. elon-
gatus PCC7942 has been bacterial luciferase14,15. This technique
allows population-level measurements but limits studies of expres-
sion fluctuations between individuals, because of the very weak bio-
luminescence signal emitted from single cells16. We therefore
developed a single-cell fluorescent reporter assay that provides a
much stronger signal facilitating quick and accurate measurements
of gene expression levels in large numbers of individual cells
(Supplementary Fig. 1). We found that an SsrA-tagged17 yellow-
shifted variant of green fluorescent protein, YFP–SsrA(LVA), in
which the last three amino acids in the SsrA tag are leucine, valine
and alanine, was able to report faithfully the periodic activity of
the S. elongatus kaiBC promoter (PkaiBC) (Fig. 1, Supplementary
Movie 1).

We used this fluorescence assay to measure YFP–SsrA(LVA)
expression in individual Synechococcus cells using flow cytometry.
Using two known neutral loci in the Synechococcus genome, defined
as NS I and NS II (ref. 18), to insert the PkaiBC–yfp–ssrA(LVA) con-
struct, we found that the mean YFP–SsrA(LVA) expression (averaged
over 105 individual cells) exhibits a clear periodic expression pattern
with levels that are very similar between the two neutral sites (Fig. 2a).

The phase, however, differs from previously reported mRNA oscilla-
tions, peaking approximately 4 to 6 h later than the mRNA maxi-
mum14. From the observed half-life of YFP–SsrA(LVA), we expect a
phase delay of 4.3 h, consistent with the observed phase shift
(Supplementary Information). Interestingly, the key circadian clock
protein KaiC is similarly long-lived, with a half-life of about 10 h
(ref. 19). This indicates that this endogenous protein will also display
a similar phase shift (up to a maximum of 6 h) with respect to the
phase of the corresponding kaiC mRNA concentration. Using the
measured lifetime of YFP–SsrA(LVA) and an estimate for the half-life
of the corresponding mRNA of about 15 min (ref. 19), the mRNA
creation rate kR(t) can be inferred from the YFP–SsrA(LVA)
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Figure 1 | Monitoring circadian oscillations in single S. elongatus PCC7942
cells using fluorescence microscopy. a, Montage of fluorescence
microscopy images demonstrating circadian oscillations in single cells. Time
is reported in hours (h). The scale bar represents 4 mm. b, Analysis of
maximum pixel fluorescence within individual cells (measured in arbitrary
units, a.u.) as a function of time. LL, constant light.
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dynamics (Fig. 2b, Supplementary Information). We find that the
yfp–ssrA(LVA) mRNA concentration peaks slightly after a circadian
time of 12 h and vanishes 6 h before and after this peak consistent
with northern blot analyses14.

This single-cell assay allows us to probe expression variability
quantitatively from cell to cell, and to explore the effect of stochastic
gene expression in this oscillating system. The expression variability
was quantified by the coefficient of variation, which is the standard
deviation of the expression distribution normalized by the average
expression. Figure 3a displays the squared coefficient of variation as a
function of the inverse averaged expression. We chose this repre-
sentation because in steady-state one would expect a linear relation-
ship between these variables8,20. However, we find that during the
circadian cycle the experimental data trace out a loop (Fig. 3a). In
other words, for a particular average expression, two values of coef-
ficient of variation are possible: a low variability early in the circadian
cycle and a high variability later in the cycle. This property cannot be

understood by previous theoretical work predicting the stochastic
properties of gene expression assuming that protein and mRNA cre-
ation and destruction reached a steady state8,20–22. This assumption is
violated in this circadian clock because the oscillation period is com-
parable to the protein half-life and therefore the system will never
reach even a steady-state in which protein production is balanced
with protein destruction. We therefore developed a new theoretical
framework that allows us to calculate the cell-to-cell variability in
systems that are not in steady-state. Using this model, we indeed find
that the loops can be reproduced qualitatively using either an
intrinsic noise model (Fig. 3b) or an extrinsic noise model (Fig. 3c).
Remarkably, the chirality of the loop depends on how rapidly the
extrinsic noise fluctuates.

To characterize the relative contributions of intrinsic and extrinsic
sources experimentally, we devised a strategy to measure the correla-
tion between expression fluctuations at NS I and those at NS II. A
powerful strategy would be to use two different coloured fluorescent
proteins at the two neutral sites and compare the expression values in
single cells5,7. However, because YFP is the only reliable reporter in
Synechococcus, we decided to take an alternative approach. We con-
structed a strain that contains PkaiBC–yfp–SsrA(LVA) in both NS I
and NS II. As expected, the average YFP expression doubles (Fig. 4a,
black symbols). However the variability observed on doubling of the
gene dose displays a more complicated behaviour (Fig. 4b).

The total variance observed for one copy is partly caused by a noise
source that introduces correlated expression fluctuations between
NS I and NS II, and partly caused by another noise source that
introduces uncorrelated fluctuations. We will designate the corre-
lated source as global and the uncorrelated source as local. These
two sources contribute independently to the total variance, and
therefore the total variance for a single copy is given by
s2

1(t)~s2
local(t)zs2

global(t). In the case of two copies, the local com-
ponent of the variance will double and the global component will
quadruple23,24: s2

2(t)~2s2
local(t)z4s2

global(t). Therefore, by using
these two equations, the local and global component of the variance
can be explicitly found as a function of time (t) (Fig. 4c, d). We find
that s2

local(t) and s2
global(t) have comparable magnitude but peak at

different times of the day. In the next step we use the dynamics of
the local and global component of the variance to infer what the
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Figure 2 | Circadian oscillations in single cells. a, Average YFP–SsrA(LVA)
expression as a function of circadian time for strain JRCS32 (red triangles)
and JRCS35 (blue triangles). Fluorescence was obtained by averaging the
fluorescence of at least 104 single cells. Cells were synchronized by two 12:12
LD cycles before the start of the experiment. The black solid line is a fit to
both data sets with a cosine function with a period of 24 h. f.u., fluorescence
units. Error bars, 1 s.e.m. b, Inferred RNA creation rate kR(t) as a function of
circadian time. Dashed lines indicate the error bars given the experimental
uncertainty of the YFP–SsrA(LVA) half-life (5.6 6 1.0 h).
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Figure 3 | A dynamic analysis of stochastic gene expression reveals noise
loops. a, The squared coefficient of variation as a function of the inverse
average fluorescence for strain JRCS32 (open circles). The filled circle
denotes the start of the circadian cycle (circadian time 5 0) and the numbers
denote the circadian time. The red line serves as a guide to the eye. b, The
squared coefficient of variation as a function of the inverse average protein

number using an intrinsic noise model (red solid line). The linear
relationship expected in steady state is shown in grey. c, The squared
coefficient of variation as a function of the inverse average protein number
using an extrinsic noise model (solid lines) for different noise decorrelation
times (tN~ ln 2

cN
).
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variability introduced at the transcriptional level had to be to explain
the magnitude and dynamics of s2

local(t) and s2
global(t).

To determine the magnitude of the fluctuations introduced at the
transcriptional level, we consider the following model. The dynamics
of the yfp–SsrA(LVA) mRNA concentration (x) and YFP–SsrA(LVA)
protein concentration (y) can be described generally by the following
dynamical system of equations:

dx

dt
~kR(t){cRxzq(t)j(t)

dy

dt
~kPx{cPy

where cR and cP are the rate constants for RNA degradation and
protein degradation, respectively. The estimated mRNA half-life of
15 min (ref. 19) gives cR , 2.8 h21. Using the experimentally deter-
mined YFP–SsrA(LVA) protein degradation rate (Supplementary
Fig. 1) we find cP , 0.12 h21. The rate constant for translation, kP,
is unknown. The function kR(t) describes the periodic transcription
rate. The absolute transcription rates are unknown; however, we
obtained a good estimate of the relative dynamics (Fig. 2b). The noise
term j(t) reflects gaussian noise with zero mean, j(t)h i~0, and

exponentially decaying correlation, j(t)j(t)h i~ cN

2
e{cN t{tj j, with

decay rate cN. This type of noise is consistent with recent experi-
mental data25 that show that cN is of the order of the cell-doubling
rate. We assume that all the stochastic fluctuations are introduced at
the level of mRNA production/decay, and that protein production/
decay follows deterministic dynamics. Using this model we can deter-
mine q(t) from the experimentally determined variances (Fig. 4c, d).
The function q(t) is a periodic function that describes the magnitude
of the stochastic fluctuations introduced at the transcriptional level.

Similarly to the separation of the total variance in terms of s2
local(t)

and s2
global(t), we can separate q(t)j(t) into a local and a global com-

ponent: qlocal(t)jl(t) and qglobal(t)jg(t), which can be determined

from the experimentally obtained s2
local(t) and s2

global(t) (Fig. 4e).

We find that qglobal(t) reaches a maximum around a circadian time
of 14 h. These dynamics closely resemble the dynamics of kR(t)
(Fig. 2b). Figure 4f demonstrates explicitly the strong correlation
between kR(t) and qglobal(t). This correlation is consistent with global
fluctuations introduced at the level of RNA creation (Supplementary
Information): qglobal(t)~

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=cN

p
gGkR(t). We use the slope of the

kR(t) – qglobal(t) curve (Fig. 4f) to estimate the magnitude gG of these
global fluctuations: gG , 0.4. Here we assume that the noise decay
rate cN is set by the rate constant of protein destruction cP. This
indicates that at any particular circadian time the global transcription
rate of the kaiBC promoter varies about 40% from cell to cell.

The function qlocal(t) reaches a maximum around a circadian time
of 0 h. A potential candidate for the local noise source could be
intrinsic fluctuations caused by random births and deaths of
mRNA molecules. However if qlocal(t) would be dominated by
intrinsic noise, one would expect qlocal(t)!

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kR(t)

p
, and therefore

qlocal(t) should peak around a circadian time of 14 h (see ref. 26),
which is not observed (Fig. 4e). This rules out not only intrinsic noise
but also a wide class of mechanisms, because any noise that is a
monotonically increasing function of transcription rate is inconsis-
tent with this observation. One potential candidate is the difference
in local cellular environments between the two neutral sites. This
hypothesis is consistent with the ‘oscilloid’ model27 in which the
condensation or supercoiling state of the cyanobacterial chromo-
some changes with the circadian rhythm. Indeed, recent experi-
mental evidence has demonstrated a periodic cycle of compaction
and relaxation of the cyanobacterial chromosome28.

How fluctuations in clock components affect the fidelity of an
oscillator has been modelled in detail29,30. Here we explore the stoch-
astic expression of a gene driven by the clock. We show that in
oscillatory systems a phase difference arises between signal and noise.
This results in noise loops that cannot be explained by current steady-
state models. This quantitative framework expands the current
stochastic analysis toolbox to include a large class of non-steady-state
phenomena such as oscillatory and transient dynamics.

METHODS SUMMARY
Growth media and cell culture. All strains were grown at 30 uC in BG11 media,

supplemented with appropriate antibiotics (40mg ml21 spectinomycin for NS I

inserts; 50 mg ml21 kanamycin for NS II inserts). ‘Light’ environments were

maintained at ,2,400 lx (lux) from soft-fluorescent sources (Sylvania); cells in

the ‘dark’ environments experienced less than 50 lx. To synchronize samples,

cells were exposed to at least two full 12 h dark:12 h light (12:12 LD) cycles before

beginning data collection.
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Figure 4 | Cell to cell variability in single- and double-copy-number
constructs. a, Average YFP–SsrA(LVA) expression as a function of
circadian time for strain JRCS32 (red triangles), JRCS35 (blue triangles) and
JRCS70 (black circles). Fluorescence was obtained by averaging the
fluorescence of at least 104 single cells. Cells were synchronized by two 12:12
LD cycles before the start of the experiment. Solid lines denote fits to a cosine
function with a period of 24 h. The grey diamonds note the addition of the
two fluorescence values of strain JRCS32 and JRCS35. Error bars denoted
1 s.e.m. obtained from day-to-day reproductions. b, The squared coefficient
of variation as a function of circadian time. This was computed from at least
104 single cells. Error bars represent standard errors computed from day-to-
day reproductions. c, The variance of the expression distribution as a
function of circadian time using the same strains as for a. The variances were
obtained by averaging the fluorescence of at least 104 single cells. Error bars
(1 s.e.m) indicate day-to-day variation determined by repeated reproduction.
d, Component of variance that reflects local (blue triangles) and global (red
circles) fluctuations as a function of circadian time. Error bars (1 s.e.m) were
obtained by error propagation. e, Computed functions qlocal(t) (blue) and
qglobal(t) (red) as a function of circadian time. Dashed lines indicate error bars
on the basis of error propagation. f, Correlation between qglobal(t) and the
RNA transcription rate kR(t). The solid red line represents a linear fit.
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Out-of-steady-state model for stochastic gene expression. It can be shown
(Supplementary Information) that the variance in the mRNA concentration

s2
x(t) is given by the following convolution: s2

x(t)~ q(t)j(t)6f (t)ð Þ2
� �

, where

f (t)~ exp {cRt½ �. Similarly, the variance in the protein concentration s2
y (t) can

be calculated: s2
y (t)~k2

P q(t)j(t)6g(t)ð Þ2
� �

, where g(t)~
exp {cPt½ �

cR{cP
z

exp {cR t½ �
cP{cR

.

This procedure can be applied to s2
global(t) and s2

local(t) (Fig. 4d) to determine

qglobal(t) and qlocal(t) (Fig. 4e):

s2
global(t)~

1

2
s2

2(t){2s2
1(t)

� �
~k2

P qglobal(t)j(t)6g(t)
� �2
D E

s2
local(t)~2s2

1(t){
1

2
s2

2(t)~k2P2 qlocal(t)j(t)6g(t)ð Þ2
� �
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